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Rep. Neylon Receives Reigning In Government Award

Madison—Today State Representative Adam Neylon (R-Pewaukee) issued the following statement after receiving the Reigning In Government Award from Americans for Prosperity:

“I am honored to receive the Reigning In Government award from AFP. Last legislative session Wisconsin led the way by passing the only Regulations from Executive In Need of Scrutiny (REINS) Act in the country, and AFP was with us the whole way.

“The REINS Act empowers taxpayers and provides the legislature with important checks and balances on the executive branch and the administrative state. Elected legislators in this state now have the necessary oversight of agency rules which impact Wisconsin citizens and businesses in every corner of the state.

“I look forward to continuing my efforts of holding the executive branch in check, it’s vital the legislature protects the business climate we have worked so hard to create over the last eight years.
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